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Installing Flanges for Narrow Paper 
Ioline FlexJet-E, FlexJet-EII, and FlexJet-EXII 
P/N 111462 

Revision 0 

 

Ioline FlexJet printers can plot on narrow paper but any width below 50 inches (1.3 meters) requires 

special guide flanges available in Ioline kit 111463-80. These flanges prevent edge bubbling and improve 

overall printing performance. Use the following directions to install and use these flanges. 

Install Flanges 

1. IMPORTANT: Load the paper roll so that it is very close to the exact center of the feed shaft. 

One way to check this is to measure the distance from each the edge of the paper roll to the 

stand leg. The measurements should match.  

 

2. With the power off, remove the top take-up shaft and install both flanges on it. Make sure the 

flat sides face inward and each other as shown below.  
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3. Install the take-up shaft in the FlexJet following the normal procedure then spread the flanges 

far enough apart so that they will allow easy attachment of the paper during loading. 

 

4. Thread the paper through the machine following the standard path described in the Ioline 

FlexJet-E User Guide. Proper paper loading is very important when printing on narrow paper. 
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5. With the pinch wheels locked up, gently pull the paper from the center while pressing the feed 

roll with a foot to take out the slack and align the paper to the roll. Pull the paper under the 

take-up shaft then tape the leading edge of the paper to the take-up shaft as shown. Position 

the pinchwheels over the driveshaft then lower the pinch wheels to lock the paper in place. 

 

6. Insert the rear and front dancer bars making sure the rear bar makes a service loop in the back. 

7. Loosen the thumb screws on the flanges and move them so that they are aligned within 1/6” 

(1.5 mm) of the paper edge on both sides.  Tighten the thumb screws. 
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Confirm Paper Alignment 

1. Power on the FlexJet and the let the automatic service loop form in the front. As the take-up roll 

starts to roll up paper, use your hands to make sure the edge of the paper is tucked flat so that 

there are no bulges as the paper is rolled up on the take-up shaft. 

 

2. Check the paper roll to ensure it is not bunching against the paper flange as shown below. Also 

check if the paper edge is lifting off the platen near the driveshaft as shown.  
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3. If either condition exists, loosen the flanges and manually slide the rolled up paper on the take-

up shaft away from the flange where the problem exists using medium pressure on the paper 

and pulling along the length of the take-up shaft until the paper lies flat on the platen. Only a 

small adjustment should be needed.  Check both paper edges along the platen and adjust paper 

as needed. Adjust flanges and tighten the thumb screws. 

 

4. Press the Start/Stop key to get a red light on the keypad then press the Paper Advance key on 

the keypad to make a long front service loop that touches the feed roll. Press Set Origin on the 

keypad to start the automatic take-up process and confirm the paper is not rolling straight. Look 

for bunching near the flanges or lifting up at the paper edges on the platen. Confirm paper is flat 

near the driveshaft and rolling straight on the take-up shaft. 

 

5. If either problem continues, try sliding paper along the shaft again and confirm that the paper 

feed roll is centered on the feed shaft. 

6. Once the paper is taking up straight on the shaft it is ready for normal plotting. The paper 

flanges are only effective while the take-up paper roll diameter is less than the flange diameter. 

This is usually 200 yards (183 meters) or less. Do not continue to take up paper when using the 

flanges if the take-up roll diameter is greater than the flange diameter. 


